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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

How Big Tech’s Competition Resists Censorship And Profits 
From Online Freedom 
 

By Aaron Kesel 

Introduction From The Editor 

Since the time we first covered Big Tech's restrictions on free           
speech in Issue 8 October 2017, as well as their demonetization           
efforts, the situation has become immeasurably worse. However,        
as we also discussed in that issue, the critical nature of these            
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developments has encouraged the arrival of alternative platforms        
whose sole mission is to protect individual rights and free speech. 

We're happy to report that many of the blockchain-based         
platforms that we covered earlier have redoubled their efforts and          
are truly beginning to thrive.  

 

Minds.com 90-day Chart – Source: Alexa 

 

Gab.com 90-day Chart – Source: Alexa 
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Other projects that were in development when we presented the          
earlier article have also begun to roll-out in full and offer           
much-needed new features to help grow the community of         
liberty-minded individuals who also wish to profit from the failures          
of Big Tech. 

Aaron Kesel is one individual who has been working diligently with           
a company showing great promise in this space: SoMee –          
formerly the onG.Social that we covered in Issue 8. 

Aaron is in a unique position to explain some of the technical            
elements that make a blockchain-based social network different        
from its Big Tech counterparts. He is also going to look at the             
governance model and policies behind free speech, as well as          
how SoMee is taking a different approach than some of its           
counterparts in the new liberty-conscious social media. 

How can we preserve fierce individuality while still building a          
strong community that embraces a diversity of opinions? Let's see          
how the world is changing… 

*** 

SoMee was originally founded under the name onG.Social, parent         
company One Name Global, in 2014. Founded by entrepreneur         
CEO, Christopher Kramer, he sought out originally to enable         
social media users of the previous social media platform and          
dashboard to get rewarded in fiat for their content by enabling           
ad-share.  

In 2016, Chris decided that the company should move their          
business model to a newly emerging technology called        
blockchain. So, in 2017 onG.Social hosted an Initial Coin Offering,          
offering users the onG utility ad token. 
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Currently in Beta on the web app, SoMee.Social, Android and          
IOS, SoMee is a fork based off of the Steem blockchain and            
operates on four cryptocurrencies – one external asset (the onG          
ad token) and three internal digital assets. 

 

 

Images: SoMee Mobile 
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There are 3 key features to the network, according to SoMee’s           
Business Development Manager Dr. Rafael Hoekstra: 

1. Getting rewarded for your posts and sharing the ad revenue 
2. Privacy by code not by contract 
3. Social hub 

When I asked Christopher Kramer to summarize the company's         
philosophy regarding censorship, community, free speech, policy       
and governance and what the future holds for SoMee, he          
responded as follows: 

SoMee philosophy is "humanity first", which means we will         
maximize profits for the average person (not Wall Street), we          
will protect user data (not sell it), and we will employ a free             
speech policy that allows everyone to express themselves on         
the platform, unless it clearly violates the community policy,         
but even then we will empower the SoMee community with          
tools to decide whether or not certain content should show          
on the network. 

On the platform itself, G-fuel represents voting power; G-bucks         
are used for companies or individuals to purchase site-wide or          
targeted interest ads; and SoMee Coin is used for post rewards           
and powering up G-fuel. 

Please see the following 10-minute tutorial to quickly familiarize         
yourself with the mechanics of this powerful new system. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=72NRDZI7bWk 

However, the heart of SoMee is in the ad staking utility token,            
onG, which is the only cryptocurrency on SoMee that is tradeable           
off the social platform on external exchanges. The onG utility          
token is also a stake-able cryptocurrency. Staking onG unlocks a          
percentage of ad revenue on the platform depending on the          
number of coins you stake (see ongcoin.com for more         
information.) 

SoMee was created to reward content creators, influencers and         
normal everyday social media users and take away power from          
big companies by giving users back their data privacy and rights.           
Traditional social media platforms like Facebook in effect take         
ownership of resources posted there, instead of you the person          
taking the time out to populate their networks with content – many            
times your own original work. 
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As a Counter Markets insider, we like to provide you with           
opportunities. Right now, SoMee is ripe for the picking as it has a             
barely publicized partnership with Steemit.com and has yet to roll          
out its big marketing push. The site is not heavily populated yet,            
so it is wide open for media influencers, crypto businesses, as           
well as any highly involved participants in the social media space. 

The way the system is designed, for those who are accumulating           
SoMee Coins now and power up, it could enable significant voting           
power weight when the hordes come in. Also, users are currently           
earning between 10-23.5% APR on their G-fuel stake, gaining         
even more voting power. 

For investors, curators and users in the space, purchasing onG          
and swapping to SoMee Coin then powering up could see          
exponential returns in the future. In the same regard, you can also            
purchase an additional amount of onG to stake on the platform for            
when the ad program goes live with mass marketing campaigns. 

Further, since the price of the onG utility ad token is valued so             
low, users defined as SoMeeians posting on the platform are          
earning an excessive amount of SoMee Coin that will decrease as           
the price increases. This will also reflect your voting power within           
the “digital assets” portion of your wallet that you get when you            
power up those SoMee Coins to G-fuel. 

SoMee also plans on allowing users with large supplies of onG to            
lend out their coins to less fortunate users and influencers looking           
to earn a percent of ad revenue. For example, if a user wants 25%              
of ad revenue and only has enough for a lesser tier, through a             
smart contract a user can borrow the amount needed to          
participate in the staking program and agree to give a percentage           
of onG earned back to the original lender. (Note: this future           
staking share on SoMee is NOT a High Yield Investment Program           
like Bitconnect; no specific amount of rewards is promised back to           
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the original lender, it all depends on how much traffic the person            
who took the loan receives.) 

Again, this is all done through a smart contract and the borrowed            
coins never touch a user’s wallet, so it remains entirely trustless –            
no trust is needed between either party for the exchange. 

Why SoMee over a platform like Minds? 

Although this writer has nothing against Minds, the one bone I           
have to pick is about the Council that will be deciding what’s okay             
and not okay to post as content.  

SoMee takes away individual users having power over someone         
else’s content and puts that power into the hands of all users. All             
users on SoMee can choose to participate in helping moderate          
the network and be paid for their time spent moderating with strict            
categories yet to be established.  

Although this is still a working concept and things are subject to            
change, the plan is for a randomized process that will be entirely            
anonymous and require a consensus among moderators of a         
reported post before action is taken, filling the gap that could allow            
for targeted harassment on the platform, while still providing one          
of the most unique models of governance that gives SoMeeians          
control. 

SoMee will not engage in account suspensions on the platform for           
content; only illegal content such as child pornography, or         
grotesque violence being glorified would result in account        
suspension. There will even be a Not Safe For Work section of the             
site exactly like Reddit has. In most cases, when a user           
moderates the network, the content will simply be moved to the           
NSFW portion of the site instead of entirely deleted altogether. 
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Conclusion 

It’s been hard work building a new social media network and           
overcoming various challenges, fixing bugs, etc., but SoMee is         
well on its way toward its mission of redefining social media. It is             
worth your time to listen to CEO Christopher Kramer’s latest          
podcast with Dr. Rafael Hoekstra where Christopher details the         
trials and tribulations of bringing SoMee to the public; it’s an           
inspiring example that all entrepreneurs need to hear. I think you           
will also discern how genuine Chris and SoMee’s motivations are          
to truly bring the world a platform that supports free expression           
while also helping to build a social media cooperative that will           
financially reward anyone who helps to execute this grand vision. 

 

https://youtu.be/xVoWlCxdrmw 

Aaron Kesel writes for Activist Post, Natural Blaze, Activate Now          
and has been a contributor for many other alt-media sites across           
the Web. He can be contacted at an0nkn0wledge@protonmail.ch  

Of course, you can find Aaron on SoMee HERE. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Bitcoin Mining and Money Laundering 

 

By Vin Armani  

Disclaimer: This article is for informational purposes only, you         
should not construe any such information or other material as          
legal, tax, investment, financial, or other advice. 
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The ignorant view on Bitcoin, at least since the Silk Road           
takedown, has been that “Bitcoin is used for crime.” The media’s           
scandalizing of the Silk Road story certainly introduced the meme          
that Bitcoin is used for purchasing drugs. There have also been           
breathless pieces in major newspapers in recent years about         
Bitcoin being used to fund terrorism.  

There is no doubt that Bitcoin is used for these purposes, but            
compared to the use of paper fiat (particularly US Dollars) in illicit            
activities, Bitcoin is barely a drop in the bucket. I have developed            
significant patience for dispelling myths about “Bitcoin as a         
currency of crime” when in conversations with nocoiners (those         
who have never participated in the cryptocurrency world), but I          
was quite shocked recently to hear individuals who called         
themselves Bitcoiners being quite vocal about Bitcoin, and other         
cryptocurrencies, being used as a tool for money laundering. It          
gave me pause and got me thinking about whether Bitcoin could,           
in fact, be used as a vehicle for money laundering.  

It turns out that Proof Of Work cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin can           
indeed be used for money laundering, but not at all in the way that              
was being claimed. In this article I will give a brief explanation            
about the purpose and mechanics of money laundering and         
explore how Bitcoin mining is potentially a quite interesting means          
of laundering money. 

As with so much misinformation (disinformation?) as of late in the           
world of Bitcoin, this new Bitcoin money laundering meme has its           
roots in the mind of one Craig S. Wright, the man known to most              
as “Faketoshi.” In his talk at CoinGeek Toronto at the end of May,             
and in a follow-up blog post a few days later, Craig stated that             
privacy coins, such as Monero, and “coin mixing” protocols, like          
CoinJoin (BTC) and Cash Shuffle (BCH), “facilitate money        
laundering.” He warned, “On the day a case of money-laundering          
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facilitation starts that is connected to Monero, all Monero globally          
stops trading.” His reasoning was that, “It doesn’t matter whether          
you’ve been a criminal before you start using such systems; the           
mere fact that you are aiding and abetting and allowing criminals           
to mix money with your funds makes you a part of the system.”             
But is mixing unspent transaction outputs or using a privacy coin           
to prevent tracing of your funds back to a previous transaction a            
form of money laundering? Not even close. 

One of the most memorable scenes from the classic 1990          
gangster film Goodfellas is the gang getting together at their          
hangout for a Christmas party. They have just successfully pulled          
off the Air France heist (based on the true Lufthansa heist by            
Henry Hill and Jimmy Burke). Jimmy, played by Robert Deniro,          
gave specific instructions to the crew not to make any large           
purchases, lest they raise suspicion and bring heat down on          
them. In two wonderful moments of comic relief, one crew          
member has bought a brand new pink Cadillac coupe for his wife            
and another has bought his wife a $20,000 white mink stole.           
Jimmy is flabbergasted.  

This scene illustrates the entire purpose of money laundering.         
There is no point in making money if you can’t spend it, but how              
can you spend significant amounts of money if you can’t explain           
from where you acquired the funds? An otherwise “unemployed”         
individual buying brand new cars and expensive clothes is going          
to raise suspicion and perhaps bring an investigation by law          
enforcement down on his head. He needs to find a way to take his              
“dirty” money, earned through illicit activities, and turn it into          
“clean” money that appears to have come from legitimate activity          
with a benign “paper trail.” Thus, the term “money laundering.” As           
you can see, however, simply shuffling the history of your bitcoins           
on the blockchain (or using Monero) doesn’t solve the         
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fundamental problem of accounting for how you acquired the         
cryptocurrency in the first place. 

Netflix’s excellent drama, Ozark, gives a glimpse into the basic          
mechanics of the money laundering game. The series,        
greenlighted for a third season, follows a financial adviser (and          
money launderer) and his wife (played by Jason Bateman and          
Laura Linney) who find themselves in the Ozark region of          
Missouri attempting to clean the money of a Mexican drug cartel.           
The show has spectacular performances from the entire cast and          
clearly the writers did their homework on the world of money           
laundering. Bateman’s character immediately takes control of a        
strip club and a failing hotel (complete with bar and dock). These            
two businesses are mainstays of money laundering. In a nutshell,          
the money launderer’s racket is: 

1. Find a business that has significant cash receipts. Strip clubs          
and casinos are some of the best in this regard. 

2. Account for fictitious sales, particularly of items without        
inventory that must be replenished by purchasing supplies        
from vendors. Lap dances that never happened or empty         
hotel rooms accounted for as occupied fit the bill. 

3. Deposit the dirty cash into the reserves as the revenue from           
the fictitious sales. 

4. Pay taxes on the revenue and take the profit from the           
business as “clean” money. 

Of course, one could conceivably do the above scheme with          
Bitcoin or Monero, but the simple fact that a business like a strip             
club or hotel would be taking in such a significant amount of            
cryptocurrency would be enough to raise red flags in and of itself.            
That the coins were anonymized would be of little help in the case             
of an investigation by law enforcement or tax authorities. As          
always, paper fiat is the king currency of crime. 
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Using Bitcoin as a money laundering vehicle is possible, but not in            
the way suggested by Craig Wright. Indeed, anonymizing of         
transactions is of no consequence when using Bitcoin to clean          
illicit revenue. As far as I have been able to see, there are two              
methods for laundering money using Bitcoin or other Proof Of          
Work currencies.  

The first method is for turning dirty fiat into clean bitcoin. The            
second is for turning dirty bitcoin into clean bitcoin. Both can only            
be accomplished by a miner with significant hashpower on a          
network. The higher the percentage of a network a miner controls           
and the more liquidity the coin of that network has, the greater the             
amount of dirty money a miner can conceivably clean. 

Bitcoin miners are rewarded for finding a block with what is called            
a “coinbase” output. While there are still block rewards and new           
coins are being issued, coinbase outputs include some newly         
minted bitcoins. That amount was initially 50 bitcoins, but we have           
gone through two “halvings” and now the amount received by the           
miner finding each new block is 12.5 bitcoins. In addition to the            
block reward, miners are rewarded with the miner fees from any           
transactions in the block. Generally, both of these values are          
added together and delivered in the first transaction of the block.           
That transaction has no previous input. This means that there is           
no “trail of transactions” that precedes the transaction. The         
coinbase funds are “clean Bitcoin.” 

Below is a recent example, pulled from Blockchair, of a block           
mined by CoinGeek on the BSV network. BTC, BCH, and BSV           
are all basically identical in terms of how block rewards are           
delivered. 
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You can see that the block reward (“Generation”) is 12.5 BSV and            
the total fees are .01334814. The total reward of 12.51334814          
BSV is delivered in the coinbase transaction for that block. For the            
would-be money launderer this mechanism is incredibly attractive.        
Let’s examine how a money launderer could leverage the block          
rewards and fees. 

Bitcoin turns electricity into money. A miner’s primary ongoing         
expense is the electricity used to power his mining rigs and any            
necessary auxiliary equipment he needs to keep that equipment         
cooled. If the equipment gets too hot, the performance degrades.          
It is primarily the cost of electricity in a given region that            
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determines whether or not a miner can be profitable on a given            
network. As the mining sector becomes more competitive, we see          
operations moving to countries and regions with the lowest         
electricity costs. At first glance, because electricity is metered         
(often by public, government-owned utilities), mining seems like a         
business where the paper trail is pretty solid. In fact, many illegal            
indoor marijuana grow operations have been busted due to their          
electrical bills being far too high, raising red flags. The Bitcoin           
miner looking to launder dirty fiat, however, has a trick up his            
sleeve … or, rather, in his basement. 

Any data center worth its salt has backup power supplies. The           
largest and most professional data centers have industrial diesel         
generators (generally in the basement of the building) that can be           
turned on in the case of a power outage. These generators can            
be used to power the entire facility, giving nearly “100% uptime”           
even in the case of catastrophe. These generators are also          
notable because they are not grid-tied. That is, there is no way for             
anyone outside of the data center operator to know if the           
generators have been turned on or how much electricity they          
have generated. In theory, a data center could run indefinitely off           
of just its diesel generators, so long as adequate fuel levels could            
be maintained. This is not only true of diesel power plants.           
Technically, a natural gas or solar power plant could work as well.            
For the money launderer, however, diesel is an attractive fuel          
because of its ubiquity and the lack of scrutiny for cash           
purchases. A busy truck stop can take in tens or hundreds of            
thousands of dollars in diesel fuel revenue, in cash, every day.           
The scheme is actually quite simple. 

1. Power some percentage (perhaps 20%) of your data center         
with “mains” electricity delivered by the municipal system.        
Power the majority of your data center from diesel         
generators. 
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2. Use dirty fiat to purchase diesel fuel. 
3. Use the diesel fuel to power the generators. 
4. Report your electricity costs as only the mains metered         

usage. Report all of the revenue from your mining operation. 

In this scenario, the paper trail is clean, and so are the coinbase             
bitcoins recorded as revenue. Even if the fuel is purchased at the            
current retail price, I’ve calculated that a miner using such a           
scheme, if he had large industrial generators, could generate         
electricity at around 13 cents per kilowatt hour. This is the world            
average cost. 

One of the great advantages of using diesel fuel to run such an             
operation is that the fuel itself then becomes a form of currency.            
For example, a Mexican drug cartel could use their ill-gotten gains           
to purchase a large amount of fuel on a tanker. That tanker could             
then sail, unmolested and not suspected of anything nefarious, to          
whatever country the miner is in. The fuel can be unloaded by            
legitimate, licensed and bonded carriers. The fuel can then be          
delivered, in tanker trucks, to the data center. This activity          
wouldn’t so much as raise an eyebrow among the local authorities           
in the miner’s jurisdiction. The Bitcoin generated from this activity          
would have a clean provenance and could be moved or sold at            
will. 

Eventually, after several more halvings, the miner reward for         
generating blocks will no longer be significant enough to         
participate in the above operation. Luckily for the money         
launderer, the fee reward can also be used as a vehicle for            
laundering of funds. The fees cannot necessarily be used to          
directly launder dirty fiat but it can be used to launder dirty            
bitcoins.  

Scenarios where such laundering would be necessary would be in          
the case of something like an exchange hack, or a malware           
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ransom. Additionally, funds gained through darknet activities       
might also be excellent contenders for this type of laundering. The           
scheme for this activity is as follows. 

1. Use any illicit funds to create many chained transactions,         
each simply outputting to a new address and generating         
miner fees. The object is to slowly “bleed away” the total           
over many transactions until the total amount has been         
spent as fees (minus a final dust amount of under ~600           
satoshis). Imagine this as something akin to a cheese grater,          
where the grated cheese are fees and the block is the illicit            
sum of bitcoins. 

2. The miner generates these transactions himself and does        
not broadcast them to the network. 

3. When the miner finds a block, he includes these transactions          
in his own block, thus collecting the fees in an output with no             
transaction trail, a clean coinbase output. 

4. Report the revenue as simple mining revenue. 

Miners can choose whether or not to include transactions in          
blocks. Miners can choose to mine empty blocks or they can           
choose to mine transactions no other miner has seen. This ability           
for a miner to choose what he does and does not broadcast to the              
network forms the basis of Ittay Eyal and Emin Gün Sirer’s           
controversial 2013 paper on Selfish Mining. In this case, the miner           
is able to have plausible deniability regarding the provenance of          
the fees because there is not, at the current time, any facility to             
know whether or not a transaction included in a block had been            
broadcast to the entire network. There is simply no requirement,          
under the consensus rules of Bitcoin, that a miner relay blocks or            
transactions. It is in the best interest of an honest miner to do             
such relaying, but it is not mandatory that he does so. 

A miner seeking to do either of these forms of money laundering            
would be detectable based on certain criteria: 
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1. The miner would be willing to mine a network at break-even           
or a loss. There is always some shrinkage expected in the           
money laundering process. Even mining at a loss, however,         
it is conceivable that the amount of clean money the          
launderer has at the end of the process is still considerably           
more than with other, more traditional laundering methods. 

2. The miner would have a strong desire to obtain majority          
hash power on a network, even if the price of the coin of that              
network wasn’t high as compared to competing networks        
that use the same hashing algorithm. The more blocks the          
miner can mine, the more total funds he can clear. 

3. The miner would have a strong desire to be able to create            
huge blocks. This is particularly true in the case of the fee            
scheme. Miner fees are computed in Satoshis per byte, so          
the higher the block size cap, the more money can be           
cleaned per block. 

I have no evidence that any miner is, as of this moment,            
participating in either of the money laundering schemes that I          
mentioned. It does, however, seem curious to me that the miners           
(mostly on the BSV network) who seem to be the most obsessed            
with the idea of Bitcoin money laundering are the only miners           
whose behavior closely mirrors the criteria set out above. It will be            
interesting to see if evidence comes out in the future that           
implicates miners in this sort of behavior. I think it likely is just a              
matter of time before such truths are revealed. 
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WEALTH 

Social Capital And The Attention Economy 

 

By Jeff Paul 

Take all of the wealth in the world and divide it evenly among the              
people. In short order the previously wealthy would quickly regain          
their status. Why? 

The answer lies in hidden forms of value that most people ignore.            
It could be intellectual capital, experiential capital, spiritual capital,         
or work ethic. However, the hidden form of value that seems to            
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have a large impact, especially in today's attention economy, is          
social capital. 

Social capital is a form of human capital (as opposed to physical            
capital) that is a measure of your status among people with           
shared norms, values, attitudes and beliefs. 

A person without money can tap the trust, reciprocity, information,          
and cooperation within a social network to help meet their needs           
during difficult times. For instance, by simply belonging to the          
Church of Latter Day Saints (Mormons) and sharing the same          
values and beliefs, a person is eligible to receive food and other            
welfare when in need. 

Many entrepreneurs quip “your network is your net worth.” This          
quote embodies that social capital can be easily converted to          
financial capital. But it is not always a sure thing because you            
don't “own” your reputation. 

While an individual can invest in or destroy their social          
capital, an individual does not own their social capital per se.           
Instead it resides in their social relationships. It could be          
described as shared ownership but in fact social capital         
requires the inclination and availability of others to be         
realized. Therefore, it differs from the typical concept of         
ownership. (Source) 

You can invest in your reputation by earning the trust or           
admiration within a certain community, but you can't really control          
how members of that group view you. All you can control is how             
you present yourself and what you contribute to the group. 

Although opportunities to gain social capital locally have declined,         
the Internet offers tremendous potential to acquire social capital         
which can be monetized through the attention economy. Experts,         
thought leaders, and influencers use the Internet to build their          
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reputations by creating content, and they make money with         
products, services, speaking engagements, and so on. 

The goal of this article is to give you a broad overview of social              
capital, tactics for accumulating more influence, and ideas to         
convert your reputation into money. 

Elements of Social Capital 

Different elements of human social capital include cultural,        
spiritual, political and even sexual (reproductive). 

The Kardashian/Jenner sisters are stacked with social capital. To         
this day, I have never seen their reality TV show. In fact, I'm still              
baffled and somewhat disgusted by its popularity. Yet, after         
becoming the youngest self-made billionaires on the planet, they         
now have my attention. They're getting to be impossible to ignore           
because they're stacking all elements of social capital. 

 

The Kardashian's ascent began with little more than sex appeal          
and an interest in fashion. They did not have any marketable           
skills. Yet, as they added cultural capital with a reality show, by            
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dating famous musicians, and their Olympic hero dad transitioning         
into a woman, their influence grew. As their cultural status grew,           
so did their bank accounts. Today they appear to be targeting           
political and spiritual capital. 

It's clear that Kanye West, Kim's iconic husband, understands the          
power of social capital. He was the first person in his culture to             
recognize Donald Trump for leveraging social capital to become         
the most powerful man in the world. By doing so, Kanye spent            
some cultural capital. Kim's approach, through her prison        
sentencing reform efforts, is stacking political, cultural and even         
spiritual capital simultaneously. 

Popular concepts in the self-improvement field are habit and         
talent stacking. Habit stacking is improving yourself a little each          
day, one small habit at a time, resulting in a compounding effect            
that makes you a beast at achieving your goals. Talent stacking,           
as recently coined by the creator of Dilbert comics, Scott Adams,           
is the concept of combining normal skills to make you          
extraordinary and amplify your market value. 

Adams, who is estimated to have a net worth over $75 million,            
writes: 

Most people can – with practice – develop a variety of skills            
that work well together. I call this idea the Talent Stack. 

For example, I’m a famous syndicated cartoonist who        
doesn’t have much artistic talent, and I’ve never taken a          
college-level writing class. But few people are good at both          
drawing and writing. When you add in my ordinary business          
skills, my strong work ethic, my risk tolerance, and my          
reasonably good sense of humor, I’m fairly unique. And in          
this case that uniqueness has commercial value. 
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Now consider president-elect Trump. He doesn’t have one        
talent that is best-in-the-world, but he does have one of the           
best talent stacks I have ever seen. 

He goes on to list Trump's basic competence in key areas like            
public speaking, humor, intelligence, knowledge of politics,       
business acumen, persuasion, etc. 

Similar to talent stacking, stacking elements of social capital is          
compounding the wealth and influence of Kanye and the         
Kardashians. At first glance, it may seem odd that Kanye is now            
doing spiritual music sermons and talking about mental health.         
He's just stacking social chips. 

Local Hero vs. Global Influencer 

The tale of a local hero used to reverberate for generations. In the             
past, a state-champion high school coach may have been the          
toast of the town for decades. His social capital could even have            
been inherited by his children and grandchildren. Today, people         
are so distracted that he'd be lucky to get a banquet dinner and a              
banner in the gymnasium. 

Very few people know their neighbors. Church attendance has         
dwindled. Local civic participation has plummeted. Volunteer       
organizations struggle. And family businesses are shuttering. As a         
consequence, building social capital locally is growing more        
challenging. 

In his book Bowling Alone about social capital, Robert Putnam          
outlines the falling statistics of local participation and warns that          
the loss of social capital can be impoverishing. 

Putnam shows how we have become increasingly       
disconnected from family, friends, neighbors, and our       
democratic structures– and how we may reconnect. 
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Putnam warns that our stock of social capital – the very           
fabric of our connections with each other, has plummeted,         
impoverishing our lives and communities. 

Putnam draws on evidence including nearly 500,000       
interviews over the last quarter century to show that we sign           
fewer petitions, belong to fewer organizations that meet,        
know our neighbors less, meet with friends less frequently,         
and even socialize with our families less often. We’re even          
bowling alone. More Americans are bowling than ever        
before, but they are not bowling in leagues. Putnam shows          
how changes in work, family structure, age, suburban life,         
television, computers, women’s roles and other factors have        
contributed to this decline. (Source) 

One startling statistic from the book is that sit-down family dinners           
have declined by 43%, resulting in parents and siblings having          
much less influence over each other. If families can't even          
increase their social capital with each other, it can be difficult           
finding a local audience large enough to have a significant impact. 

However, it is not impossible to acquire social capital locally.          
Networking with everyone in your field of interest who lives within           
50 miles can be effective. Arrange or attend meet-ups, parties,          
fundraisers, contests, etc. You will never be jobless after properly          
socializing with the movers and shakers in your local area. Replay           
the Catalina Wine Mixer scene in the movie Step Brothers for           
further instructions. Time to take Prestige Worldwide! 

Combining the use of the Internet with local initiatives could yield           
powerful results. These days when people become “Internet        
famous” they also tend to become locally famous. If playing video           
games on a livestream can make you Internet famous, anyone          
can become a global influencer in any niche. But it requires           
genuine passion and a lot of work. 
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I've previously written about Kevin Kelley's one-thousand true        
fans theory of how an influencer can convert the social capital of            
1000 true fans into enough financial capital to live comfortably. I'm           
looking forward to reading Pat Flynn's new book Superfans – The           
Easy Way To Stand Out, Grow Your Tribe and Build a Successful            
Business – which aims to show people a path to building social            
value. 

The Attention Economy 

Human attention is a scarce commodity. And the competition for          
attention is fierce. Attracting and capturing people's attention        
appears to be a key ingredient to success in the Internet age. 

Trump is president because he captured people's attention. The         
Kardashians are billionaires because they capture attention. Joe        
Rogan built a media juggernaut because he captures people's         
attention. Elon Musk sells the most electric cars (among other          
ventures) because he captures attention. 

Monetizing attention has become more difficult because content is         
practically free and media ad revenue is dropping. Even the cost           
and profit margin of physical goods has collapsed. 

According to Kevin Kelly, the modern attention economy is         
increasingly one where the consumer product costs virtually        
nothing to reproduce, and the problem facing suppliers lies in          
adding valuable intangibles that cannot be reproduced at any         
cost. 

He identifies these intangibles as: 

● Immediacy - priority access, immediate delivery 
● Personalization - tailored just for you 
● Interpretation - support and guidance 
● Authenticity - how can you be sure it is the real thing? 
● Accessibility - wherever, whenever 
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● Embodiment - books, live music 
● Patronage - "paying simply because it feels good", 
● Findability - "When there are millions of books, millions of          

songs, millions of films, millions of applications, millions of         
everything requesting our attention — and most of it free —           
being found is valuable." 

Interpretation, authenticity, embodiment and patronage are all       
fueled by social capital of the seller. Attracting attention to          
cultivate social capital may be one of the few paths to wealth for             
entrepreneurs and winning elections for politicians. 

Increasing Your Social Capital 

Social capital can be accumulated by an individual, group, or a           
society as a whole. I previously covered how businesses build          
social capital in our July 2018 issue. Understanding and         
increasing your individual social capital is the focus of this article. 

An individual can invest in personal relationships to build         
their social capital. Someone can attend networking events,        
join community or interest groups, or they can volunteer their          
time in the community. These activities will help them to          
meet new people and form new relationships. They can be          
friendly, offer assistance, do favors for others, and be         
trustworthy and kind. This will build goodwill and a positive          
reputation. (Source) 

Social media networks provide a good gauge of social capital.          
Twitter offers the best view. As Naval Ravikant said “Twitter is the            
only social network that connects people over ideas rather than          
over pre-existing relationships.” 

Connecting over shared values and beliefs is the essence of          
social capital. The key is building trust and providing genuine          
contributions to any given community. Succeeding in today's        
attention economy requires authenticity. Authenticity is in such        
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short supply on the Internet that it appears so desirable when we            
stumble onto it. Inauthentic people will be sniffed out rather          
quickly. 

Most ways of measuring social capital have to do with trust -            
people who trust that favors and help will be available when           
they need it will favor and help others more. Those who are            
seen as trying to get a free ride will get much less help. A              
social climber tries to earn social capital by making friends          
with those who have it but without actually helping. Some          
call this kind of person a social parasite. They are very hard            
to detect, unlike people who cheat or commit fraud. When          
there are too many of these kinds of people, especially when           
they are politicians, people begin to mistrust their        
government. Rather than work with a political party to         
change laws, they may start to look for direct revenge for           
things. (Source) 

Here are five tips to increasing social cred online or in person: 

Be Authentic: Show your strengths and weaknesses.       
Reveal your successes and failures. Share your hopes and         
fears. Stand for what you believe in and throw shade at           
things you despise. One-sided people aren't interesting. 

Be Strategic: Deliberately plan your online engagement.       
Learn from other influences in your field. Join their networks.          
Go to their events. Engage with their followers. Invite them to           
be interviewed for your podcast or a blog post. 

Be Consistent: Create consistent content. Allocate time       
responding to questions and comments. Just keep       
producing. You never know when the tipping point is near. 

Add Value: Be helpful to the community in every way you           
can think of. 
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Pay it Forward: Shower praise on others in your         
community. Share their work. Make yourself available for        
collaboration. 

The next level toward gaining additional social capital is becoming          
an expert within a group. People become experts by documenting          
their journey from beginner to competence. They go from asking          
questions to answering them in Twitter threads, Facebook groups,         
Discord channel, or on Quora. Experts write blog posts, create          
podcasts or videos, and develop educational courses about topics         
that matter to the community. 

A brilliant guide to becoming an expert is the book Expert Secrets            
by Russell Brunson. 

Trade-offs to Social Capital 

Being famous without enough resources to carve out some         
privacy is not an enviable position. 

Through pseudonymous blogging, my family and I have received         
invitations to participate in reality TV shows on three separate          
occasions. The first gig offered to me was as a “real estate agent”             
on House Hunters International. The second gig was from the          
Discovery Channel to follow our world travels as digital nomads          
and homeschoolers. The third was to film us establishing a family           
homestead. We declined all three offers because we like our          
privacy. 

There's no doubt these shows would have boosted our profile and           
our income. But that wasn't our ultimate goal. Our goal was, and            
still is, freedom. And a loss of privacy is a loss of some freedom. 

That said, we're likely living through an extinction-level event for          
privacy. As a result, we tell our kids they might as well try to              
become as famous as possible because you won't be able to hide            
in the future. 
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My advice for starting to build social capital is to say yes to all              
interesting opportunities, find a way to cope with haters, and          
monetize along the way. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

Bitcoin continued its tear upward last month, with prices nearly          
doubling since our last issue. June started off around the $7,800           
level and moved steadily higher all the way to $13,800 around           
June 20. From there we saw prices fall back to $9,800, only to             
once again move higher to the $11,500 range we’re at today.  

In the past 3 months we’ve seen prives move from under $5k to             
well above $10k, and the trading volume has been at record highs            
during this move. During the last Bitcoin peak, we had daily           
volume around $16 billion per day. During this move up, we’ve           
already had trading days of $35+ billion, so the participation level           
is already over double in terms of trading activity. 

A lot of the price increase is being attributed to institutional           
demand for Bitcoin, along with Facebook’s official announcement        
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of their Libra cryptocurrency. The announcement has already        
been met with calls for banning it by several members of           
Congress, various op-eds trashing it in major newspapers, and it’s          
being accused of posing a threat to the global financial system.           
Facebook’s Libra does have large-scale backing from dozens of         
major financial institutions, though, so it’s unlikely anything will         
prevent its release at this point. Whatever happens with Libra, the           
end result is that a ton of new attention, investment, speculation,           
and institutional interest is heading towards cryptocurrency.       
Bitcoin is the gateway coin to the ecosystem, and as a result, it’s             
price has been skyrocketing as people try to get in. 

In the news there’s been a fair amount of speculation regarding a            
massive 25 order block valued at $6 billion USD that recently           
traded. The order for over 24k bitcoins has many traders          
wondering who is behind the massive buy, with guesses ranging          
from sole whale investors, to institutions looking to expand their          
portfolios, to developing ETFs that need to offer physical BTC          
backing of their trading instruments. It’s impossible to say for          
sure, but seeing trades of this volume go through is definitely a            
positive for the cryptocurrency space.  

We also have a recent CFTC approval for ErisX to settle its            
bitcoin futures product with physical bitcoin, meaning a large         
amount of bitcoin will need to come out of circulation and be kept             
on hand for daily settlement. The amount required to do this is            
unknown, but ErisX is backed by some of the largest trading           
operations in existence (Ameritrade, Nasdaq, Fidelity, CME, etc.)        
so it’s likely they’ll need a very large pool of bitcoin in order to              
properly back their new product.  

The institutional demand has already begun, evidenced by the         
increased trading volume, doubling in price, and multi-billion dollar         
orders being processed. For those of you who don’t own any           
Bitcoin, we suggest using Coinbase to take your first position.          
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Prices may seem high around $11k, but given the tidal wave of            
cash that’s coming into the market, there’s still plenty of upside           
ahead.  

Be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re           
comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price         
swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  

 

Silver Update 

 

The precious metals markets showed some impressive moves        
higher last month. Gold in particular was the leader here, as it            
broke out to a new 6-year high. Silver unfortunately is lagging           
relative to gold, although it did pop from $14.50 up to $15.50 in             
tandem with gold’s move higher.  

Historically, silver has always traded with a tight correlation to          
gold, just with more volatility. If gold jumped higher by 10%, silver            
would jump by 20-25%. The reverse would also hold true to the            
downside. In the past 3 months, however, we’ve seen gold rally           
approx. 10%, while silver has remained relatively flat. Usually         
when this happens, silver will play catch up at some point. We            
can’t say when that will happen with any level of certainty, but            
based on the price action for gold right now, silver is definitely due             
to catch up.  
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In the economic arena, we have a sudden change of heart from            
the Federal Reserve, as they are now indicating rate cuts instead           
of rate hikes in the future. This news is largely what propelled gold             
higher this past month. Rate cuts indicate more cheap money,          
which gives rise to inflation. Gold is a time-tested way to combat            
inflation, so money managers moved a large portion of their hoard           
into gold in order to protect their funds from future inflation. 

In addition to this, we also have record merger and acquisitions in            
the gold/silver mining companies so far in 2019. While they don’t           
directly affect price, they are seen as a positive indicator as           
companies on the inside are jockeying for position to be in the            
lead for the next move higher.  

We also have increased geopolitical tension with Iran, a trade war           
with China, and China implementing their “golden alternative” to         
doing international trade in USD. Simply put, China doesn’t want          
to be forced to execute its oil imports by spending USD like every             
other country on earth. They want to spend Chinese Yuan, but           
oil-producing nations don’t want Yuan, they want USD. As an          
alternative, China has written in the ability to convert Yuan to           
physical gold instead, so now oil-producing nations are able to          
sell oil directly to China for gold, bypassing the global USD           
dominance in international trade.  

There’s also been development on a gold-backed cryptocurrency,        
which if successful could easily result in a corresponding         
silver-backed crypto to go along with it. Should these instruments          
come to life, it could open the doors to a ton of new trading              
activity in a historically slow market.  

At the current price level, silver is very much a bargain, and it’s             
due to catch up to the upward move that gold just had.  
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For those of you who don’t own any silver, you can find great             
prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (August 2019) 
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World 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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